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1  | Welcome letter 

Welcome to Westward Housing Group and thank you for your interest in the position of 

Executive Director (Finance & Procurement).  

Westward Housing Group provides landlord services to over 7,300 homes in Devon and 

Cornwall and support services to 2000 clients delivering over 53 unique support services. 

Our turnover is £42m with an expected operating margin for 2016/17 of 35% and we employ 

the equivalent of 292 full-time employees.  

We also have two commercial subsidiaries within our group: Horizon Homes, which builds 

homes to sell on the open market and subsidises our social purpose activities, and 

Sharewest, a jointly owned cost-sharing vehicle that we operate in conjunction with Guinness 

Partnership and Teign Housing.  

Since 2013, Westward has acknowledged the need to take control of its own future and has 

focused on a more commercial approach that ensures financial strength and focuses on 

operating efficiency whilst continuing to deliver more homes and provide great customer 

service.  

To assist us in delivering our ambition we are seeking a fully qualified senior finance leader 

with an in-depth understanding of the affordable housing sector. Broad financial knowledge 

and experience including treasury and development is essential but, in addition to 

professional excellence, we are looking for a team player. Corporate leadership, people 

management and commercial acumen are also essential. Procurement experience will be an 

advantage. 

This is an exciting time to be joining Westward as we embark on our 2020 strategic plan 

which sets the organisation new challenges and will be transformational in affecting what we 

build, who we house, the services that we provide and our relationships with stakeholders 

and partners.  

Key finance and procurement projects we are currently working on include financing our 

development programme’s £60m requirement (to facilitate building 500 new homes over the 

next four years) from private institutions and banks, procuring external audit services, 

reviewing our treasury policy and building on and developing the working relationship 

between senior finance staff.  

We hope that after reading this pack you are enthused about Westward and the opportunities 

presented by this position. If you would like to have a confidential discussion please contact 

our retained recruitment consultant at Altair.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Barbara Shaw, Chief Executive  
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About Westward Housing Group 

Westward Housing Group is one of the main affordable housing providers in the south west 
with over 7,300 homes across Devon and Cornwall.   

Westward provides support and intensive housing management services to more than 2000 
people in the region.  Our services vary from providing accommodation for people with a 
range of vulnerabilities, working in partnership with organisations such as Mencap, Rethink 
and Home Farm Trust as well as the provision of social enterprise projects. 
 
Partnership South West, is the regional development partnership which Westward, is a 
member of in order to access funding from the HCA to build new homes across the region to 
rent or sell affordably on a shared ownership basis.   
 
Horizon Homes is Westward’s commercial subsidiary which builds for outright sale and gift 
aids profits back into the organisation to provide more affordable housing and services. Our 
most recent development is Porthtowan in Cornwall. 
 
Sharewest is our cost sharing vehicle which has enabled us to work with other providers 
such as Guinness Partnership and Teign Housing to deliver a more efficient and effective 
gas service within the region. 
 
Help to Buy South West is the government-appointed agency for the south west peninsula 
and promotes shared ownership and other equity products to help people buy their own 
home.  
 
The unique characteristics that differentiate Westward from other housing associations are: 
 
i. Local delivery: Due to our size and location we are able respond promptly and flexibly to 

our resident and customers’ needs.   
 

ii. Our people: The commitment and hard work of our entire team in delivering our services 
and supporting those in need of housing. 

 
iii. Our success in support services: We are proud of the quality and range of the support 

services that we deliver to our customers in Devon and Cornwall.  
 
iv. Delivering the Help to Buy agency service for the whole of the South West peninsula 

in partnership with Sovereign Living.  
 
v. Sharewest our cost sharing vehicle which has been set up in collaboration with other 

providers in the region to deliver services in a more efficient way. 
 
The Board has developed a new vision for Westward for 2017-2020. This reaffirms the need 
for Westward to take control of its future and focus on a more commercial approach whilst 
maintaining our financial strength. We are absolutely committed to delivering more homes 
and services to those in need but recognise that the definition of ‘need’ is now much wider as 
more people are finding themselves unable to afford to buy on the open market but equally 
unable to access affordable housing. 
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Our purpose: 
Providing homes and supporting communities 
 
Our vision: 

▪ By 2020 we will be delivering our objectives and have met the targets and ambitions 
set out in our Strategic Plan.  

▪ Our customers will tell us that they feel safe, secure and warm in well maintained 
homes and that we are customer focused.   

▪ Our staff will be highly motivated and living our values.   
▪ Westward will continue to be a financially resilient and well governed organisation 

that challenges itself to reduce running costs and improve the return on assets so that 
we can deliver more for our customers and stakeholders. 

 
Our values: 
 
Be agile 
We inspire and support our people to be at their best. We take an enterprising and 
resourceful approach to business. We ensure our vision and work are robust so we can 
achieve success. 
 
Always engage 
We are customer focussed and actively engage with our customers, colleagues and partners 
to improve what we do and how we do it. We will empower colleagues to get it right first time 
by listening carefully, responding fully and ensuring that the customer does not need to 
contact us on that issue again. 
 
Show integrity 
We are a fair and open organisation. We expect a culture of honesty and personal 
accountability. We respond to challenge by asking ourselves what we can do to help and by 
delivering on our promises. We respect and value differences and recognise that diversity 
enriches our communities. 
 
Our strategic objectives: 
We will: 

▪ Provide places where people want to live 
▪ Develop and invest in homes and services 
▪ Provide a great place for our staff to work 
▪ Maintain our financial strength and deliver great value through efficiency and 

innovation 
 
Our strategic approach is underpinned by our four key strategies: 

▪ Asset Management Strategy  
▪ Development Strategy  
▪ Community Investment Strategy 
▪ Value for Money Strategy  
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Risk management 
Our approach to risk management is based on the risk appetite set by the board for each 
area of the business.   
 
At the time of writing, the top risks facing Westward are: 
 

▪ Unpredictability of government policy 
▪ Welfare reform 
▪ Open market sales & shared ownership  
▪ Health and safety failure 

 
New homes 
Our Development Strategy aims to deliver at least 500 new homes by 2020. 
 
Community investment 
Westward is committed to supporting and delivering a range of initiatives that support 
tenancy sustainment and ultimately the communities where our customers live and work. Our 
approach to community-based activities is to build on the wide range of existing investment 
in various relevant initiatives, partnerships, projects and services. 
 
Westward takes as a working definition that its community investment is the financial and 
service investment it chooses to make in projects and initiatives, above and beyond its core 
landlord service. 
 
Good governance 
Effective governance is key to a successful organisation as the board has the role of 
providing leadership and direction, in achieving our vision and values. At Westward, we have 
simplified our structures and now have one legal housing association and board; Westward 
as well as the commercial subsidiary Horizon Homes and cost sharing vehicle Sharewest. 
The Board is made up of members, appointed based on their skills and experience, who 
carry out their role with the highest degree of integrity. All Executives attend board although 
only the Chief Executive is a board member. The Executive Director (Finance & 
Procurement) is the lead for the Audit & Assurance Committee and works closely with the 
Chair of this committee.  
 
The Westward Way 
Westward has made a decision to negotiate with the future and address the economic and 
social challenges we face by being proactive, innovative and diverse. It requires us to have 
an entrepreneurial spirit underpinned by the streamlining of the organisation through lean-
thinking, more mobile working and the refocus of some staff roles accompanied by a learning 
and development programme that supports our values and culture.  
 
We use an increasingly commercial approach by reviewing tenure types, addressing our 
broader customer base and growing commercial development through Horizon Homes. This 
will inject funds into the organisation for our social purpose and create more choices for 
Westward. 
 
A robust financial approach with a strong focus on business basics, income and cost control, 
and improving the value for money of our services; will enable us to support more customers 
and build new homes. 
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We remain flexible and work with a variety of partners to maximise efficiency and deliver 
solutions. We will continue to be responsive to the needs and voice of our customers and 
communities whilst balancing cost and quality.  
 
We communicate and demonstrate to customers and stakeholders that we are a social 
business which is of primary importance in the region. 
 
Achieving our aspirations 
To achieve our aspirations, we continue to review all aspects of our organisation, our 
processes and structures; amplifying what we already do well and where necessary, 
embracing new ways of working and a more business-like approach. Key for us this year will 
be the delivery of our target operating model. 
 
Most importantly we will need clear leadership, vision and commitment plus the invaluable 
support of our staff to guide us through this period of considerable change and challenge. 
Financial viability will be fundamental to our success.  

 

For further information about Westward and our 2020 strategic plan please visit our website 

at: https://www.westwardhousing.org.uk/  

Westward’s Annual Report and Financial Statement (31 March 2016) is at: 

https://www.westwardhousing.org.uk/transparency-and-efficiency 

 

 

  

https://www.westwardhousing.org.uk/
https://www.westwardhousing.org.uk/transparency-and-efficiency
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2  | Executive Director (Finance and Procurement) Role Profile 

Job Description 

Role Title Executive Director (Finance and Performance) 

Responsible to Chief Executive 

Responsible for ▪ Financial Accountant 

▪ Management Accountant  

▪ Procurement Officer 

Main Purpose of Job 

▪ Be responsible for the entirety of the finance and procurement functions of the Group, 

ensuring that strategic planning and operational performance protect the long term 

financial viability of the Group and optimize financial capacity. 

▪ Provide financial and commercial advice and assistance to the Chief Executive, Board and 

senior management team including in relation to strategic risk planning. 

▪ As a member of the Executive Team (ET), contribute to corporate decision making, 

business planning and the overall strategic management of Westward. 

▪ Work with the Chief Executive to ensure that the boards of Westward fully discharge all 

their legal and regulatory responsibilities. 

▪ Represent Westward effectively to its stakeholders with the aim of ensuring that Westward 

is aware of and responsive to opportunities and maintains an excellent reputation for 

service delivery and innovation. 

▪ Contribute to risk assessment planning for the Group and lead on operational risk 

management for the finance and procurement directorate. 

▪ Uphold and promote the values of Westward and our commitment to customer service. 

▪ Demonstrate a high level of commitment to equality and diversity. 

Principal duties and responsibilities 

▪ Ensure that sufficient information is available to allow the executive team and board to 

monitor performance against financial targets, adheres to all statutory requirements and 

treasury management procedures, remains long term financially viable and meets loan 

covenants.  

▪ Ensure all necessary insurances are in place and provide adequate coverage for corporate 

risks. 

▪ Take overall responsibility for the effective performance of the finance and procurement 

directorate to ensure that all related business risks are identified, controlled, managed and 

mitigated and that all opportunities to support improved business performance through 
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increased or more effective use of procurement or finance functions are identified and 

maximised. 

▪ Take overall responsibility for procurement. Ensuring an appropriate policy is in place for 

the Group and that the most effective procurement methods are utilised enabling the 

Group to provide the best quality services at a fair price and meet standards or 

accountability and probity   

▪ Ensure that suitable and sufficient financial controls, written controls and operating 

procedures are in place across the Group and audit for compliance. Oversee all 

accounting procedures and systems used. 

▪ Overall responsibility for ensuring the accurate and timely preparation, presentation and 

interpretation of the year end accounts, financial statements, corporate financial plan, 

annual budget, quarterly forecasts, and periodic management information as required. 

▪ Develop and control the Group's internal audit and internal control procedures in 

conjunction with the Group's internal audit policy. 

▪ Specific responsibility for acquiring and maintaining a detailed knowledge of the methods, 

sources and means of funding the Group's development plan from the HCA or alternative 

private sources of finance and all rent charging schemes. Identify and assess the financial 

impact of changes and provide appropriate financial planning and risk management. 

▪ Ensure Group wide adherence to data protection legislation. 

General Responsibilities  

Confidentiality 

The post holder must maintain confidentiality of information about staff and residents and the 

Group’s business and be aware of the Data Protection Act 1998. 

Standards of Business Conduct 

The Group expects all employees to maintain the highest standards of personal and business 

conduct at all times which are detailed in the Code of Conduct and Declaration of Interests 

Policies. Copies are available on the staff intranet. 

Health & Safety 

All employees should be aware of the responsibility placed on them under the Health & 

Safety legislation, to ensure that the agreed safety procedures are carried out to maintain a 

safe environment. 

Equality & Diversity  

The Westward Group is committed to treating all people with fairness and respect.  We aim to 

actively help remove barriers and open doors for our customers and staff and foster good 

relations within the communities we serve. All employees are required to demonstrate their 

commitment to the Group’s Equality and Access Policy and its values in the course of their 

day to day work. 

All employees must abide by the Group’s Equal Diversity Policy and Strategy – a copy is 

available on the staff intranet. 
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Training and Development 

To attend appropriate training courses and supervision meetings as required. 

Communication 

To deliver and attend staff and team meetings. 

Other  

Group Competence Framework 

The Westward Housing Group has a Competence Framework that applies to all roles. This 

sets out behaviours that are expected of staff.  

Values: 

▪ Be agile 
▪ Always engage 
▪ Show integrity 

 
Westward Policies and Procedures 

Maintain knowledge of Westward policies and procedures and follow relevant policies in day 
to day work. 
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Person Specification 

PART ONE 

 
ESSENTIAL DESIRABLE 

Qualifications 
and Knowledge 

1. Candidates must be fully qualified 
accountants (ACA, ACCA, CIPFA, 
CIMA) and demonstrate evidence of 
continuous professional development. 

2. Knowledge and understanding of the 
financial framework and regulatory 
context Registered Social Landlords 
operate within as well as sources of 
funding.  

3. Knowledge of financial modelling 
systems, and revenue and capital 
funding sources.  

4. Knowledge of the roles of central and 
local government, social services, 
voluntary sector, health and 
education, developers and contractors 
in relation to the financial aspects of 
the business. 

5. Knowledge of data protection 
legislation requirements 

 

 

 

 

 

Relevant 
Experience 

 

6. Broad experience in senior roles 
managing and developing a large 
Finance function  

7. Extensive financial and management 
accounting experience including 
strategic data analysis, understanding 
and applying financial regulations and 
long term financial planning and cash 
flow management. 

8. Experience of working with Boards of 
executive and non-executive 
Directors, including non-specialists, 
providing them with support, training 
and guidance on financial and other 
corporate services functions.  

▪ Experience of leading a 
procurement function 

 

▪ Experience of managing 
complex change projects, 
engaging key 
stakeholders and 
achieving improved 
service delivery 

 

▪ Experience of managing 
data protection 
compliance across a 
large and diverse 
organisation 
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PART TWO 

Relevant Skills 
and ability 

Able to be an effective member of the 
Executive Team and contribute to the 
strategic management and development 
of the Group. 

Able to take the lead in effective risk 
management within the areas finance and 
procurement. 

Good communicator, able to negotiate at 
a strategic level and to communicate 
technical information to non-technical 
persons. 

▪ Highly developed project 
management skills, 
sufficient to deliver a 
number of concurrent 
complex projects on time 
and within budget. 

 

 

 

Other 
requirements 

Commitment to Equality and Diversity 

Flexibility in working arrangements (willing 
to work outside normal working hours 
when needed) 

Ability to work with confidential 
information.  

Have a demonstrable commitment to 
setting and promoting high standards of 
customer service. 

Access to a vehicle to carry out key tasks 
and responsibilities of the role to travel 
throughout the WHG area of operation 
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3  | Terms and Conditions  

Remuneration and Benefits 

Salary Circa £100,000 per annum 

Pension The post holder is eligible for retirement benefits under the 
company’s occupational pension scheme. Auto enrolment 
arrangements will apply. 

Holidays 30 days per annum (plus bank holidays) 

Hours 36.25 hours a week 

Probation period 6 months 

Benefits Occupational sickness and maternity benefits, Personal 
accident and illness insurance, RAC Membership, Payment of 
professional fees, Westfield Health membership and Salary 
Sacrifice Schemes 

 

4  | Recruitment timetable 

Recruitment stage Date 

Closing date 9:00am Friday 12th May 2017 

Longlisting decision 17th May 2017 

Preliminary interviews (Westward) and 

Shortlisting decision 

Tuesday 23 May 2017 

Psychometric assessments  From 23rd May 2017 

Final interviews  Tuesday/Wednesday 6/7 June 2017 

 

5  | Further information 

For an informal and confidential discussion about the position, please contact our 
retained advisor at Altair Ltd:  
 

• Sarah Palmer, Head of Interim Management and Executive Search 
Mobile: 07806 602933 Email: sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk 

 

  

mailto:sarah.palmer@altairltd.co.uk
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6  | How to apply 

To apply for the Executive Director (Finance and Procurement) position at Westward Housing 

Group, please go to: http://www.altairltd.co.uk/job/westward182  

Complete our registration form and attach the following documentation (please save your files 

with your surname first, followed by your first name and a description of the file): 

 

▪ A detailed CV including details of positions held (and dates), size of budgets and teams 

managed and key achievements 

▪ A supporting statement explaining your motivation in applying for this position at 

Westward Housing Group and also addressing how you meet the requirements of 

PART ONE of the person specification  

▪ Full contact details (name, job title, organisation, phone and email) for three referees 

(including your current employer if applicable). Please note we will not take up 

references without your prior permission 

▪ Completed “Recruitment Monitoring Form” (a Word version is available on our 

website and attached as reference at Appendix 1 of this recruitment pack)  

 

The closing date for applications is: 9:00am Friday 12th May 2017 and the job reference code 

is: ALT182.  

Your application will be acknowledged and treated with strictest confidence. 
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Appendix 1 | Recruitment monitoring form 

 

 

How would you describe your ethnic origin? 

Tick the appropriate box to indicate your cultural background.  

White       British ☐     Irish ☐  

Any other White background please specify  

Mixed     White & Black British  ☐    White & Black African  ☐       White & Asian ☐ 

Any other Mixed background please specify  

Asian or Asian British       Indian ☐          Pakistani ☐          Bangladeshi ☐  

Any other Asian background please specify  

Black or Black British       Caribbean  ☐      African ☐ 

Any other Black Background please specify  

Chinese or other ethnic group    Chinese ☐ 

Any other Asian background please specify  

Prefer not to state   ☐ 

Gender 

Male ☐    Female ☐        

Sexual Orientation:  

Bisexual  ☐    Gay woman/lesbian ☐      Heterosexual ☐     Gay man ☐    Prefer not to state ☐ 

Religion/Belief:  

Atheist ☐  Buddhist  ☐  Christian ☐  Hindu ☐  Jewish ☐  Muslim ☐ Sikh ☐  No Religion  ☐     

Other                Prefer not to state ☐ 

Disability 

Do you have any long standing illness or disability?     

Yes ☐  No ☐   Prefer not to state  ☐ 

If yes, please describe the disability:  
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Please tell us about any reasonable adjustments you may require to enable you to attend work or remain 

well:  

General  

Do you have any other specific needs that we need to be aware of which requires the provision on any 

reasonable aids or adaptations to help you do your job or remain well? 

 

 

Recruitment advertising monitoring - Job reference code ALT182 

How did you find out about this opportunity? 

 

 Please indicate “YES” as appropriate 

Altair e-bulletin  

Altair website  

Approached directly by Altair  

LinkedIn  

Online browsing  

Inside Housing online   

Executive Appointments  

Indeed.com  

Retirement reinvented  

Westward Housing Group website  

Word of mouth  

 

 

 

 


